How can I
help?

 Listen to your child read as often as possible
and read to them too! Ask your child to infer
what is happening in the story e.g. How is he
feeling? Why did he slam the door?
 Practise number bonds to 10 (then 20) with
your child e.g. 5 + 3 = 8, 8 - 5 = 3, 17 + 3 = 20.
Some useful websites to help with this are:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/av/supermovers/
43009137
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/numbe
rblocks#episodes (especially series 2 and 3 but
all of them are useful!)
 Practise the 2,5 and 10 times tables so that they
know the facts off by heart. Then work on the
division facts linked to these.
 Practise reading and spelling Year 2 exception
words. Check they have remembered the words
from previous weeks.
 Discuss the different type of coins/notes with
your child. Encourage them to find the correct
money to pay for something in the shops or
help them to calculate totals and change.
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Year 2 Curriculum Overview
English

Phonics
Writing
Reading
 Tearn to spell common
 To write sentences with different  To predict what might happen
exception words.
forms: statement, question,
next.
 To learn to spell more words
exclamation, command.
 To re-read a word/sentence if it
with contracted forms.
 To use expanded noun phrases
doesn’t make sense.
 To learn new ways of spelling
to describe and specify [for
 To infer.
phonemes for which one or
example, the blue butterfly].
 To summarize within a text.
more spellings are already
 Use subordination (using when,
known.
if, that, or because) and
 To spell common
coordination (using or, and, or
homophones.
but) to link and extend
sentences.
 To read back over work to check
for punctuation and grammar.

Mathematics

Art & Design
To use a range of materials creatively to design and
make products.
 To use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop
and share their ideas, experiences and imagination.
 To develop a wide range of art and design
techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line,
shape, form and space.
 To learn about the work of a range of artists
making links to their own work (Monet).

Design & Technology
As part of Design and Technology Week:
 To research a product
 To know how items have been made.
 To design a product with a design brief.
 To make a product, involving joining,
embellishing and dyeing.
 To evaluate a product.

Computing


To use technology to create, store, manipulate
and retrieve digital content.

Geography




Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to
key physical features.
 Use world maps, atlases and globes.
Use simple compass directions to describe the
location of features and routes on a map.
 Use aerial photographs and plan
perspectives to recognise landmarks; devise a
simple map; and use and construct basic
symbols in a key. Use simple fieldwork and
observational skills


To write amounts of money.
 To solve word problems
 To tell and write the time
To count money.
involving addition and
to 5 minutes.
To show equal amounts of
subtraction of mass.
 To sequence events.
money.
 To solve word problems
 To draw clock hands.
 To exchange money.
involving multiplication and
 To find durations of time.
 To compare amounts of money.
division of mass.
PSHCE
Music
 To find totals.
 To know number bonds to 10
Half Termly Theme:
Healthy Me
 To calculate change.
and then 20.
 To solve word problems
 To know the 5 times tables and
 Play tuned and untuned instruments musically.
involving money.
 I know what I need to keep my body healthy.
corresponding division facts.
 I can show/tell you what relaxed means and know
 Listen with concentration and understanding to a
some things that make me relaxed.
range of high-quality live and recorded music.
 I understand how medicines work in my body and
 Experiment with, create, select and combine sounds
how important it is to use them safely.
using the inter-related dimensions of music.
Science
History
 I can sort foods into the correct food groups.
 I can decide which foods to eat to give my body
energy.
Not covered this half term
 To know that we need exercise to keep
Physical
Education
Religious
Education
healthy.
This half term will be:
Multi-skills and Dance
 To know simple food chains.
 To recognise that questions can be
 To master basic movements including throwing and
 To understand the term ‘Good News’.
answered in different ways.
catching, as well as developing balance, agility and
 To tell stories from the bible and
 To perform simple tests.
co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of
recognise links to the Gospel.
 To record and communicate their findings.
activities.
 To know some of the teachings of
 To gather and record data to help answer
‘Good News’ from the bible.

To
perform
dances
using
simple
movement
patterns.
questions.
 To understand how beliefs can be put
into practise.
 To know the Easter Story.
.





